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Topographic and Geological Map 
Series

NOTE: For all products listed in this section, please inquire at 
geospatial@eastview.com for current pricing, format and delivery 
options. Please reference the product title or product number  
(e.g., 20-11-001) in your message. 

Honduras Topographic Maps

20-11-001 | $39.00 PER SHEET | PURCHASE
Honduras 1:50,000 (E752).  
Instituto Geografico Nacional (Honduras). 
Published 1960-1991. In Spanish. Contours at intervals 
at 20 meters, national, department, and municipal borders, 
roads, hydrography, and vegetation. 192 sheets, 
partial country coverage. 

Albania Topographic Maps

20-11-002 | $39.00 PER SHEET | PURCHASE
Republika Popullore Socialiste e Shqipërisë 
1:100,000.
Shtabi Përgjithshëm, Ushtria Popullore (Albania).       
Published 1974-1989. In Albanian. Shows relief at 
20 to 40-meter intervals, detailed roads, hydrography, 
and vegetation. 35 sheets, covers most of country. 

20-11-003 | $49.00 PER SHEET | PURCHASE
R P S Shqipërisë 1:200 000.
Institutin Topografik të Ushtrisë (Albania). Published 
1977-1985. In Albanian. Shows relief at 20 to 40-
meter intervals, detailed roads, hydrography, and 
vegetation. 12 sheets, full country coverage. 
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Taiwan Geological Map

20-11-004 | $129.00 PER SHEET | PURCHASE
台湾地质图 / Geologic Map of Taiwan.
中华民国地质学会 / Geological Society of the Republic
of China. Published 2016. Scale 1:400,000. Shows geological 
formations by type, age, and composition. 
Legend in English and Chinese. 1 sheet, full country coverage. 

Vietnam Topographic Maps

20-11-005 | $49.00 PER SHEET | PURCHASE
Việt nam 1:250.000.    
Cục Bản Đồ Tòng Tham Mưu (Vietnam). 
Published 1981-2000. In Vietnamese. Contours at intervals 
at 100 meters, roads, airports, hydrography, cities, and 
national and province borders. 52 sheets, covers most 
of country.

https://shop.geospatial.com/product/01-HNAE-Honduras-50-000-Scale-Topographic-Maps-IGN-E752
https://shop.geospatial.com/product/01-ALAD-Albania-100000-Topographic-Maps
https://shop.geospatial.com/product/01-ALAF-Albania-200-000-Scale-Topographic-Maps
https://shop.geospatial.com/product/03-TWAJ-Taiwan-400-000-Scale-Geological-Maps
https://shop.geospatial.com/product/01-VNAP-Vietnam-250-000-Scale-Topographic-Maps
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Scientific and Specialty Atlases and 
Books

Atlas of the Holocene Netherlands : landscape and 
habitation since the last ice age

20-11-006 | $147.00 | PURCHASE
Atlas of the Holocene Netherlands : landscape and 
habitation since the last ice age
Amsterdam University Press, Netherlands. Hardcover.           
96 pages. ISBN 9789463724432. In English. 2020. 

The landscape of the Netherlands has been changing 
constantly since the end of the last ice age, some 11,700 
years ago. Where we walk today was once a polar desert, 
a river delta or a shallow sea. The end of the last ice age 
marked the beginning of a new geological period - 
the Holocene, the relatively warm geological epoch in 
which we are still living today. The ‘Atlas of the Holocene 
Netherlands’ contains special maps, supplemented by 
archaeological and historical information.

Other Atlases

20-11-007 | $107.00 | PURCHASE
Wielki atlas : Wojny 1920 roku
Wydawnictwo “Taktyka i Strategia”, Poland. Hardcover.       
167 pages. ISBN 9788392567653. In Polish. 2020.

The struggle of Poles with the Soviets, which ended with the 
suspension of arms signed on October 12, is presented in the 
new Great War Atlas of 1920. From the offensive in Ukraine, 
through the retreat of Polish troops, encirclement from the 
north of Warsaw, to the attack of the Polish Maneuver Group 
and the retreat of the Red Army to the east, this atlas is the 
first of its kind to report this important piece of history 
in this format.

20-11-008 | $65.00 | PURCHASE
Polska dla profesjonalistow : atlas samochodowy 
1:200 000 : 2020/2021
Expressmap, Poland. Softcover. 336 pages. 
ISBN 9788380469709. In Polish. 2020. 

The title and content of the maps in Polish, the legend also 
in English, German and French. The atlas also includes:            
19 city transit maps in scales 1: 80,000 and 1: 104,000,         
21 city maps in scales from 1: 12,000 to 1:20,800, 
Road map of Europe in the scale of 1: 3,200,000.

20-11-009 | $131.00 | PURCHASE
Mapas de Costa Rica y América Central (1540-1887) : 
colección Villalobos
EDUPUC, Editoriales Universitarias Públicas Costarricenses, 
Costa Rica. Softcover. 244 pages. ISBN 9789968481755. 
In Spanish. 2016.

This collection of 60 maps is an attractive approach to 
the history of the 16th to the 19th centuries, on geographical 
representations, cartographers and wars for power. 
This collection of maps provides an engaging approach to 
400 years of history.

20-11-010 | $46.00 | PURCHASE
Xianggang jie : jie dao ji di ming lu : 2020
Survey and Mapping Office, Lands Department, Hong Kong. 
Softcover. 432 pages. ISBN 9789625673516. 
In Chinese (traditional) & English. 2020.

The new 432-page “Hong Kong Guide” provides detailed 
maps of Hong Kong with indexes for streets, villages, 
estates and buildings, schools, public services, and leisure 
and cultural facilities, as well as information on public 
transportation. The “streets” and “places and villages” 
indexes serve as gazetteers for names of streets and 
geographical places in Hong Kong.

20-11-011 | $65.00 | PURCHASE
Geoloski atlas Slovenije : 2. izdaja
Geosz, Slovenia. Hardcover. 128 pages. 
ISBN 9789616498555. In Slovenian. 2018.

On the occasion of the 70th anniversary of its operation, 
the Geological Survey of Slovenia published the Geological 
Atlas of Slovenia in October 2016, which contains 
contributions by 44 authors from the ten most important 
Slovenian institutions dealing with geological data. 
As the stock soon ran out, the 2nd revised and supplemented 
edition was released in 2018. The book is a comprehensive 
collection of geological and all geologically related data in 
Slovenia, and only a few countries can boast of such 
a collection in book form.

The maps are divided into 11 thematic chapters: 
basic geological maps, geophysical, geothermal, 
hydrogeological, geochemical, hydrogeochemical maps, 
maps of mineral resources, engineering-geological maps 
and maps of geological hazards, geomorphological maps, 
pedological maps and maps of geological 
natural heritage. 59 maps with short descriptions are 
presented, supplemented by professional literature. Most 
cards are at a scale of 1: 1,000,000, and some are at a scale 
of 1: 1,800,000. The atlas is written bilingually, in Slovene 
and English.

geospatial@eastview.com tel. +1.952.252.1205 fax +1.952.252.1202 geospatial.com

https://shop.eastview.com/results/item?SKU=2381786
https://shop.eastview.com/results/item?SKU=2381545
https://shop.eastview.com/results/item?SKU=2384394
https://shop.eastview.com/results/item?SKU=2351865
https://shop.eastview.com/results/item?SKU=2356629
https://shop.eastview.com/results/item?SKU=2298341
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Trade, Popular and Reference Maps 
and Atlases

Featured Publisher: Butler Motorcycle Maps
ButlerMaps Inc was created by motorcyclists who run 
the gamut of enthusiasm. From young to old, road racer to 
casual cruiser, their unique team has had the pleasure of 
combining their varied backgrounds to create a map suitable 
for any type of rider. For more Butler Motorcycle Maps titles, 
please visit www.longitudemaps.com. 

20-11-012 | $14.95 | PURCHASE
Arizona Back Country Discovery Route
ISBN: 9780983270157. 2018. In English. 1 sheet.           

Butler Motorcycle Maps’ coverage of the Arizona backcountry 
ride features 12 sections alongside a generous depiction 
of the entire state. The sections begin at the Mexico border 
at Coronado National Monument and finish at the Utah 
border at Vermillion Cliffs National Monument. Each section 
receives an inset map and an elevation profile is included for 
the entire 111 miles. Printed on waterproof, tear-resistant 
paper.

20-11-013 | $14.95 | PURCHASE
Colorado Back Country Discovery Route
ISBN: 9780983270133. 2017. In English. 1 sheet.
 
This Butler Motorcycle Maps map shows a backcountry route 
across Colorado for motorcycles. The route utilizes a variety 
of unpaved roads with rocks, mud, sand and water crossings 
to make it fun and challenging. It is intended for intermediate 
to advanced riders and can be ridden on most street legal 
dual-sport and adventure motorcycles. This 675-mile south-
to-north route utilizes many remote and high-elevation dirt 
roads and leads riders through a number of iconic locations 
including Telluride, San Juan Mountains, Continental Divide, 
Collegiate Range, Northern Rocky Mountains and historic 
Leadville, along the Colorado River. This map is printed on 
both sides and features information about route sections and 
points of interest.

20-11-014 | $14.95 | PURCHASE
Historic Route 66 : eastern segment
ISBN: 9780998137315. 2017. In English. 1 sheet.
 
Folded adventure map of eastern Route 66. 
Covers Amarillo to Cleveland/Atlanta. 
Features multiple indices (including cafes, points of interest, 
and accommodation). Features photographs, travel 
information, and insets on reverse.

20-11-015 | $14.95 | PURCHASE
Southern California G1 Map
ISBN: 9780984559077. 2017. In English. 1 sheet.
 
This map covers every good paved ride and a selection of 
dual-sport roads from the Mexico border north to roughly 
Monterrey on the Pacific coast and Bishop on the Eastern 
slope of the Sierras. In between there is every type of road 
you can imagine, including what are called Paved Mountain 
Trails. These PMTs are narrow, rough strips of asphalt are not 
for all types of bikes, but bring the right tool and it’s hard to 
imagine having more fun on two wheels. 
Waterproof, tear-resistant paper.

20-11-016 | $14.95 | PURCHASE
Northern New England G1 Map
ISBN: 9780984013739. 2016. In English. 1 sheet.
  
Butler Motorcycle Maps identify the most dramatic and 
thrilling rides in each state. The experts at Butler have ridden 
and researched each and every road segment detailed 
on these maps. No matter what you ride, from sport bike 
enthusiast to dual sport adventurer, chopper rider to two up 
tourers, the Butler team has you covered. The best segments 
of road in the state are rated from G1 to G3, providing 
focused information about the riding experience. 
The rating system is based on features such as high 
mountain passes, deep canyons, sweepers, switchbacks, 
twisties, and remarkable scenery. The rides designated as 
Lost Highways are stretches of road that seem lost in time. 
Traveling through untouched landscapes void of population, 
the roads’ faded centerlines and crumbling shoulders are 
the only remnants of a purposeful past. The Paved Mountain 
Trails are paths of pavement through remote forests and 
mountain ranges. All exceptionally tight, twisty, and remote, 
these stunning routes have even the most seasoned riders 
coming back for more. The map includes segments in NY, VT, 
NH, ME and MA.

geospatial@eastview.com tel. +1.952.252.1205 fax +1.952.252.1202 geospatial.com

https://www.longitudemaps.com/
https://www.longitudemaps.com/Arizona-Backcountry-Discovery-Route-p/2333467m.htm
https://www.longitudemaps.com/Colorado-Backcountry-Discovery-Route-Motorcycle-Ma-p/2272557m.htm
https://www.longitudemaps.com/Route-66-East-by-Butler-Motorcycle-Maps-p/2243476m.htm
https://www.longitudemaps.com/Southern-California-G1-Map-p/2267481m.htm
https://www.longitudemaps.com/Northern-New-England-Butler-Motorcyle-Map-G1-p/2227367m.htm
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Services: Approval Plans,  
Digitization, Customization

East View offers approval plan services for maps and 
atlases tailored for a wide variety of libraries with unique 
needs and specifications. With many years of experience 
serving academic, public and government libraries with 
foreign language materials, we recognize the importance of 
establishing precise, yet flexible parameters to ensure the best 
quality material and service. Contact us for more information.

In addition to approval plans, East View Geospatial provides 
high-quality and cost-effective mapping and GIS services 
and solutions, including custom map and data production, 
and digitization, mosaicking and hosting services via our 
MapVault program. Contact us today to discuss customized 
solutions for your mapping needs.

geospatial@eastview.com tel. +1.952.252.1205 fax +1.952.252.1202 geospatial.com

https://demo.geospatial.com/MapVault/



